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About This Content

'Halloween' Puzzle Pack contains 5 new puzzles across the globe, including free 'Ireland' demo puzzle - enjoy your visiting!

New exhibits locations:
Ireland, Japan, Mexico, Poland, Romania
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Awesome chill game to play with friends!. A rather cheap game with poor graphics and gameplay. Basically you run around a
large map collecting gear and weapons as well as supplies to repair and fuel the various vehicles laying around the map. Along
with that you can squad up with other players or just fight everyone and you have to escape the island with briefcases that have
been scattered around the map.

I have to say that both the sprinting and hunger ideas they put into the game suck. The sprinting looks completely unrealistic to
other players that see it and there's not nearly enough food to prevent hunger damage.

The one main thing that kills this game though is the serious lack of players. Most of the time I search for a server there isn't
even one to play on, this game just never "took off" and it's been dead for a long time now.. This is a nice cute little game of
hide and seek tag as bears and silly monsters, grab a beer and go ham.. This game rocks. If you like Contra and you like
rock...then buy it.. Very good game.. Bought because a friend recommended it. I have to say I am surprised how much I have
enjoyed it, especially the multiplayer aspect. I recommend anyone try this game out and I am excited to keep playing.. Basically,
a cheap version of clicker heroes. The only noticeable difference for me is the character names. If you have clicker heroes, do
not bother getting this game. It is an exact copy.

EDIT: Apparently, according to some guy who commented on my review, my opinion is "wrong", so feel free to ignore this
review. Makes no sense to me but that's life. Some people are just there to wind others up I guess.. Such a nice game, such a
nice soundtrack, such beautiful weapons, such a silly story, I loved it.
Now uses Steamworks for online which is perfect ♥. Great game, highly recommended!
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especially considering it was made by a single developer. Kudos to you. I was hoping it would have online multiplayer
capability, but what's there is very well done and I'm impressed.. Milestone nailed this one. Great archade feel. Fun to race,
Plenty of bonus cars that have their own individual feel. I haven't had this much fun just starting this title in a long time. I have a
NVIDIA GTX970 with 16 GB of Ram i7-2600 at 3.4 GHz. I had to tweek the video setting when I first started up the game. I'll
make it a point to put them in this review within a few days, although I may get it done this evening. Even if you like simulation
gaming you may still may enjoy this game.. Great Local Co-op game for the vive.. 10/10, dont regret having in my libary
Also makes me want to shove glass up my vag
Love this game, my favorite one so far! Keep up the good work! I really enjoyed playing it :)
Now, excuse me, I think I'll be dying now.. Just like every other game designed with this blocky-style plastic design (which btw
are alot) its a complete ripoff of what its listed as and should not be bought, I played it for an hour and was already 75% done
with the game, It should be FREE or even atleast a dollar. Not a game you want to play

Even the letsplays on youtube of this game is boring. DO NOT BUY
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